RULE SUBMISSION TEMPLATE
Rule Proposal Title
Competition E Classes Adjustment

Author Name and Membership Number
Postal Address
Email Address
Phone Number
Rulebook Reference

3.11.3 - Competition Eliminator - Altered - Weightbreak - Pages 153-154
3.11.5 - Competition Eliminator - Dragster - Weightbreak - Pages 162-163
What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

The line "Restricted to 6 or V8 Engines" and the weightbreak.
To have a review of the class rules and separate 6 cylinders and V8s.
Make the class rules fair.

Proposed Amendment

To move V8s into a separate class, review weightbreaks and a more practical index to reflect
performance of 6 cylinder engines.

Classes Effected

E/A, EE/A, E/AA, EE/AA, E/D, EE/D, E/DA, EE/DA
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

Not a safety rule.

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

Attract more 6 cylinder cars to competition with an Index (Handicap) that is fair.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

Just impacts Competition Eliminator.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?
With the current rules a 6 cylinder engine of the same size is disadvantaged against a v8.
A 6 cylinder has and ignition event every 120 degrees where as a V8 is every 90 degrees reducing the angle of
crankshaft rotation not being powered. Therefore making a V8 more efficient and make more power for a given size.
If you look at the index for these class and nation records in modified it clearly shows the 6 cylinder with the classes
the way they are now will not be competitive. And the weight break doesn't reflect what is required for a vehicle to
reach the Index/Handicap. Most cars will be hundreds of pounds over weight and the smaller the engine the worse it
is.
Take EE/D and EE/DA for example. A weight break of 6lbs/cube and index of 6.45 and 6.60.
Min weights for a 2L is 122ci so min weight is 732lbs by calculation but class min is 1200lbs.
2.5L is 153ci so min weight of 918lbs, 3L is 183ci so min weight of 1098lbs
These are the engines the class was target towards but are very disadvantaged, however you need the weight in the
vehicle to get it down the track properly and be safe.

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

As per any other Competition Eliminator class - with class designation/signage.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

As per any other Competition Eliminator class - with class designation/signage.
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